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EXTENDED SUM-RULE MODEL FOR 

INTERMEDIATEMASS-FRAGMENT EMISSION 

A survey is given on the basis of sum-rule models describing the intermediate 

mass-fragment emission in light and heavy ion reactions. The original sum -rule 

worked out by Wilczynski et al. has been extended by a term accounting for the 

dynamical behaviour ofthe dinuclear system and dependent on the critical value 

of the orbital angular momentum for the fusion with dissipation. This term 

proves tobe rather essential in reproducing the Z-distribution of the fragments 

emitted from rather asymmetric systems. The features of the model are demon

strated by applying it to 40Ar + natAg, 40Ar + 154Sm, 40Ar + 197Au, 40Ar + 
232Th (E = 336 MeV), and to 6Li + 46Ti, 6Li + natCu, 6Li + natAg (E = 156 

MeV) reactions. 

EIN ERWEITERTES SUMMENREGEL-MODELL ZUR BESCHREIBUNG 

DER EMISSION VON NUKLEAREN FRAGMENTEN MITTLERER MASSE 

Es wird ein Überblick gegeben über die Grundlagen von Summenregel-Modellen 

zur Beschreibung der Emission von nuklearen Fragmenten mittlerer Masse bei 

Leicht- und Schwerionenreaktionen. Das ursprüngliche Modell von Wilczynski et 

al. wird erweitert mit einem Term, der das dynamische Verhalten des kurz

lebigen dinuklearen Systems in Rechnung stellt und abhängig ist vom kritischen 

Bahndrehimpuls für eine Fusion unter Dissipation. Dieser Term erweist sich als 

wichtig, um die Z-Verteilungen der Fragmente aus einem asymmetrischen 

System zu beschreiben. Die Charakteristika des Modells werden demonstriert 

mit einer Anwendung auf 40Ar + natAg 40Ar + natAg, 40Ar + 154Sm, 40Ar + 
197Au, 40Ar + 232Th (E = 336 MeV), und auf 6Li + 46Ti, 6Li + natCu, 6Li + 
natAg (E := 156 MeV) Reaktionen. 
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1. Introduction 

The study of heavy ion collisions has revealed interesting features of the reaction 

mechanism of complex nuclear particles. Above the Coulomb barriers, fusion and 

incomplete fusion processes, deep inelastic collisions and the emission of inter

mediate mass fragments have been shown to exhibit features which can be under

stood neither from a point of view of a direct process nor by assuming the forma

tion of a completely equilibrated compound nucleus. Obvious characteristics are: 

a large nurober ofnucleons is transferred between the reaction partners. 

the angular distribution show a peak at the grazing angle, which is charac

teristic for a fast process. 

the cross section depends nearly linearly on the groundstate Qgg - value 

which has been shown tobe a feature of a statistical reaction mechanism. 

N ew ideas have been developped to explain these new features. One of the most 

important concepts introduced to describe the underlying reaction mechanisms is 

the concept partial statistical equilibrium, i.e. the assumption that the system of 

colliding ions approaches a statistical equilibrium with respect to a subset of the 

degrees of freedom. This concept resulted from the understanding of a large 

variety ofmultinucleon transfer reactions /11. 

In a statistical reaction the cross section is proportional to the level density 

ofthe system, which can be given by a constant temperature formula: 

p (lJ) = _!_ exp ( !!_) (1) 
To To 

where the temperature To is adjusted empirically. The excitation energy is given 
by: 

U = Q - Q - Q - P(Z) - P(N) 
gg c ex 

(2) 

where Qgg is the Q-value of the ground state, Qc is the change of Coulomb 

interaction energy due to charge transfer, Qex represents the other excitation 

processes (identical for all exit channels), and P(N) and P(Z) are pairing correc
tions 

A further important concept introduced into fusion models is the critical 

angular momentum /2/. Assuming that the two nuclei can be considered as two 

sphericalliquid drops, the critical angular momentum for fusion can be derived 

from the condition that the nuclear, Coulomb and centrifugal forces are in 
balance. 
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When increasing the incident energies, incomplete fusion reactions have 

been observed and the concept of critical angular momentum has been generalized 

and invoked to explain the incomplete fusion in 12C + 169Gd collisions /3/. The 

assumption was made that the angular momentum Iimitation in the entrance 

channel governs the competition between complete and incomplete fusion, and 

that the heavier fragment is preferentially captured. Each fragment of the 

projectile carries away apart of the angular momentum which is proportional to 

its mass. 

2. The sum-rule model 

Using the two basic concepts ofthe partial statistical equilibrium and the critical 

angular momentum, the sum-rule-model for fusion and incomplete fusion 

processes has been elaborated by J. Wilczynski et al. /4,5/. Thereby the reaction 

probability for each reaction channel (i) proceeding via a partial statistical 

equilibrium is taken proportional to the exponential factor proposed by Bondorf et 
al. /11: 

P(i) oo exp { l Q (i) - Q (i) J I T } 
gg c 

(3) 

where T is the effective temperature, Qc is the change of the Coulombinteraction 

energy due to the transfer of charge: 

Q = (Zf zf- zi zi ) e2 IR (4) 
c I 2 I 2 c 

Z1i, Z2i and Z1f, Z2f are the atomic numbers of the constituents of the dinuclear 

system before and after the transfer of charge. The quantity Re is an effective 

relative distance where the transfer of charge takes place. 

In addition, it is postulated that any transfer of mass may occur if the 

angular momentum of the relative motion of the captured fragment ( n or m ) 

with respect to the absorbing nucleus ( A2 or A1 ) is smaller than the limiting 

angular momentum for this system: 

f(nvsA2ormvsA1) ::S feim(nvsA2ormvsA1). (5) 

The limiting angular momentum is related to the critical angular momen
tum: 

AIA2 (6) 
llim(A 1 vsA 2 )=mA +nA lcr(nvsA 2 ormvsA 1 ) 

I 2 

where fcr is calculated with the condition that a given fragment can be captured 

only if it penetrates into the region of attraction in the nucleus-fragment 

potential, thus using the relation: 
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(7) 

where Ct, Cz, are the half-density radii of the interacting nuclei At, Az and y is 

the surface energy coefficient (see refs. 4,5). 

A smooth cut-off in the f-space foreachindividual reaction channel (i) it is 

introduced by parametrizing the transmission coefficients as: 

{ [ 
l - ll. . ) l } -I 

Tl(i)= l+exp !:lr;lr 
(8) 

with !l.f being a parameter describing the "diffuseness" of the Te distributions in 

the e-space. 

The cross sections for each reaction channel are given without any further 

adjustable factor by the expression: 
I 
nwx 

o (i) = n A 2 ) (2 l + 1) 
"--

1 = 0 

T Ii i )P(i) 

"\,~ 

L. T 1!} ) P(J) 
j 

based on the following sum-rule for the reaction probabilities: 

N l L T I ( i ) P(i) = 1 
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Fig. 1 The reaction cross section for fragment emission with the original sum

rule model for 14N (140 MeV) + 159Tb collisions compared to experi

mental results from ref. 5. 
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The numbers Ne are normalization factors common for all reaction channels. The 

limit emax value is defined as the largest e for which the colliding system 

penetrates into a region when the total nucleus-nucleus potential is attractive. 

The model implies three parameters: T, Re and !le, which are usually 

determined from the bestfit to the experimental cross sections. 

In fig. 1 the predictions ofthe sum-rule model are compared to experimental 

cross sections for the 14N (140 MeV) + 159Tb reactions /5/. 
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Fig. 2 The partial cross sections ae calculated with the original sum-rule model 

for the 14N (140MeV) + 159 Tb reactions (from ref. 5) 

In fig. 2 the e-dependence of the cross sections for different reaction channels 

in 14N + 159Tb reaction is presented /5/. It can be seen that the sum-rule model 

predicts a very specific localization ofvarious reaction channels in the e-space. 
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3. Intermediatemass fragment emission 

In recent years intermediate mass-fragment emission has been definitively 

observed in heavy ion collisions, opening questions about the origin of such 

reaction products. While for relatively low bombarding energies the phenomena 

seem to originate from equilibrated sources at relatively low excitation energies, 

both equilibrium and non-equilibrium mechanisms might coexist at intermediate 
energies. 
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Fig. 3 

The interactionpotential for the 

40Ar + 197Au system for different 

angular momenta /12/. 

Recently a new mechanism called centrifugal fragmentation was proposed 

by V.V. Volkov /6/ to explain the emission of long-lived intermediate mass 

reaction products. This approach is based on the assumptions · that both in 

complete fusion and in the deep inelastic reactions, the same conservative 

( nuclear, Coulomb and centrifugal) forces are acting. Also in both processes, the 

dissipation forces are due to nuclear friction. The yields of the reaction products 

from complete fusion and from deep inelastic transfers obey the Qgg systematics 

17 I. The deep inelastic reactions take place for angular momenta higher than the 
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critical value for fusion. On its way towards fusion, the dinuclear system can 

desintegrate due to mass transfer and to increased centrifugal forces. 

4. Fusion dynamics in heavy ion collisions 

It has been pointed out by C. Ngö/8/ that the dissipation plays an important role 

in fusion processes of heavy ions. The siruplest dynamical model to describe the 

collision of two heavy ions implies two macroscopic degrees of freedom: The 

distance between the center-of-mass of two nuclei and the deflection angle /9/. 

Using a proximity nuclear potential /10/ and assuming that the dissipation is due 

to frictional forces /11/ the classical trajectories have been calculated for the 90Ar 

(300 MeV) + 197Au system /12/. In fig. 3 the interactionpotential is plottedas a 

sum of nuclear and Coulomb potential. In fig. 4 the classical trajectories for 

deeply inelastic collisions in the 40Ar (300 MeV) + 197 Au systems are shown for 

different angular momenta. It results that for e values less than the critical value 

fcr = 125 the dissipation is solarge so that fusion takes place. 

y(rm) 
Fig. 4 

Classical trajectories calculated 

for different angular momen ta in 

the 40Ar + 197Au system at 300 

MeV /12/. 

In the dynamical model developed by T. Suomijarvi et al. /13/ the equations 

ofmotion are the following: 

av
1 

(R) • 

aR - CR g(R) R 
(11) 
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dl = _ ct g<m u-z ) (12) 
dt 1-l st 

Here eR g(R) and et g(R) are the radialandtangential friction forces. The 

orbital angular momentum is required to be larger than the sticking value fst 

which is the limiting case when the two nuclei stick to each other. 

Using eR = 2et = 31,000 MeV fm-2 (lo·-23 s )2 for the radial friction 

coefficient, a good agreement between the calculated and the experimental fusion 

cross sections was observed for various different systems /8/. 

V 

with friction 

I= 0 

R 

V 
(1- fl I eR = orbital anqular momentum loss 

R 

Fig. 5 Illustration ofthe effective interactionpotential in cases with and 

without friction, ofthe dynamical energy surplus ßE and ofthe orbital 

angular momentum loss /8/. 

In such a dynamical picture, sketched in fig. 5, for both head-on and 

noncentral collisions, an additional amount of kinetic energy ßE, called 

dynamical energy surplus, is necessary to compensate the friction acting in the 

system before it reaches the static fusion barrier. As emphasized by N go /8/ the 

dynamical fusion barrier is a sum of the static fusion barrier (as for the non 

dissipative case) and ofthe dynamical energy surplus. 

Only at low incident energy ßE - 0 the dynamical fusion barrier is practically 

identical to the static one. In addition, there is also an angular momentum loss 

changing the cri tical value for fusion. 

By solving the equations of motion for each f-value, the case when the 

system is trapped and the critical f-value for fusion process with dissipation can 

be determined . 
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5. Extended sum-rule model 

With the view that the light products are emitted from the dinuclear system on 

its route to complete fusion, it appears natural to assume that the transmission 

coefficients depend on the critical t'-value for fusion calculated for a dissipative 

process .. 

Furthermore assuming that this mechanism also proceeds by a partial 

statistical equilibration, we propose the following extended sum-rule for a partial 

wave: 

N l { i T /( i ' p (i) + i T / p (i)} = 1 ( 13) 
i = 1 i = 2 

Here Ne is a common t'-dependent normalization factor which takes into account 

all con tri bu tions of binary processes: fusion, incomplete fusion and IMF emission · 

from a dinuclear system. The relative weight P(i) represents the reaction proba

bility for a given channel (i). Two forms are used for the transmission coefficients: 

T/(il= {I+e:xp[(l-llim(i))lt.t] r (14) 

T / = { 1 + e:xp [ ( l - ~~~~ ) I t. l 1 } -
1 

(15) 

It should be noticed that only the Te( i) coefficients depend on the angular mo

mentum Iimitation ofthe entrance channel. 

Tab. 1 The critical values for fusion and the dynamical energy surplus calcu
lated for a dissipative process. Experimental values of t'cr are quoted in 
ref. 8. 

Reaction 

40Ar (336Me V) + natAg 

154Sm 

197Au 

232Th 

6Li (156 MeV) + 46Ti 

natCu 

natAg 

113 

133 

135 

137 

39 

45 

51 

118 

137 

143 

L\E (MeV) 

80 

70 

63 

56 

42 

36 

29 
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Fig. 6 Experimentaland theoretical cross sections for the 40Ar + natAg system 

atE = 336 MeV. 

With eq. 13 the cross sections for each reaction channel ( i) can be written as 

a sum oftwo contributions: 

0 tot (i) = 0 (i) + 0 ' (i) (16) 

where 

l 
ma.x T l< i l P (i) 

0 (i) = nA. 2 
") (2[ + 1) ------------

n n 
(17) 

l =0 L Tl< i) p (i) + L T/ p (i) 

i = 1 i = 2 

and 
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l 
ma.x 

a ' (i) == rrA 2 :2.: ( 2[ + 1 ) 
l == 0 

n n' 

L T /( i ) p (i) + )' T / p (i) 

i==l i==2 

(18) 

The first part a(i) represents the fusion (i = 1) and incomplete fusion pro

cesses (i > 2) and a '(i) describes the emission of light particles from a dinuclear 

system. It should be noticed that in eq. 13 the summation over the reaction 

channels starts with i = 2 in the second term. The model implies three 

parameters: T, Re and b,.f like in the original version. 
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Fig. 7 Experimentaland theoretical cross sections for the 40Ar + 154Sm system 

atE = 336 MeV. 
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For demonstration and for further applications to specific cases tab. 1 

presents the values of the critical angular momentum and the dynamical energy 

surplus resulting from calculations on the basis of a dynamical fusion model 
(sect. 4). 

6. Analysis of large-angle emission for 3 < Z :=::: 9 products from 
collisions of336 MeV 40Ar ions with heavy targets. 

Li 
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Fig. 8 Experimentaland theoretical cross sections for the 40Ar + 197Au system 

atE = 336 MeV. 

Measurements of intermediate mass-fragments ( 3 < Z < 9 ) from reactions of 

336 MeV 40Ar with natAg, 154Sm, 197Au /14/ and 232Th /15/ have been reported 

and cross sections are available in literature. 
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Figs. 6 -8 compare the experimental data (histogramms) with the calculated 

(absolute) cross section values, as predicted by the original and extended sum

ruJe model. It may be noted th~t the extended version is able to predict the 

increased a-particle emission and the reduced production of elements with Z :;::: 8, 

9, thus impr<;>ving the agreement with the experimental data. 
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Fig. 9 The calculated cross sections a' (eq. 19) and experimental data for 
336 MeV 40Ar colliding with 197Au and 232Th (Re :;::: 1,5 fm, !1f:;::: 2,5 h). 

Assuming that the large angle emission of 3 :=::: Z :=::: 9 products originates 

from the dinuclear system on its way to complete fusion, the cross section (eq.18) 

for such long-lived products can be simply written as: 

with: 

1
dyn 
er 

a '(i) :::: n.\ 2 L 11 ([) P (i) 
l = 1 

(19) 

(20) 

Fig, 9 compares the calculated a' (i) (eq. 19) w~th the experimental data for 

the 40Ar + 197Au and 232Th cases. The good agreement observed implies that the 

mechanism for large-angle emission is governed by the Qgg-systematics. 

In figs. 10-11 the calculated partial cross sections are presented. We notice 

the variation in the loca.lization in the e-space for different incomplete fusion 

channels while the emission of the heavier products fr<;>m a tr~nsient dinuclear 

system appears to be fairly weil concentrated araund the critical e-values for 

fusion with dissipation. 
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20 40 60 80 100 120 140 
l (11) 

Fig. 10 

The partial cross sections ae 
calculated with the original and 

the extended version of the sum

rule model: 40Ar + 197Au at 336 

MeV (fcrdyn = 135h). 

7. Analysis of IMF emission in 6Li induced reactions a t 156 MeV 

Measurements of intermediate mass fragment emission from the rather 

asymmetric systems of 156 MeV 6Li colliding with 46'fi, natCu and natAg have 

been recently reported 116, 17 I. 

As evident from figs. 12-14 the original sum-rule model applied for such 

high incident energies leads to a considerable underestimation of the IMF 

emission, in particular for Cu and Ag targets. The discrepancies are largely 

removed by taking into account the second term of eq. 16 (figs. 15-17). The large 

improvement in predicting the IMF emission, especially for the heavier targets, is 

remarkable. In addition the predictions for alpha-particle emission are 

considerably improved, too. When fitting the experimental data (using the 

program IMFREM I 18 I), it has been found that the results arerather insensitive 

to b.e which has been finally fixed to 3h. However, there appear considerable 

parameter correlations between T andRe. Thus, the resulting values cannot be 

independently discussed. 
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Fig. 12 Results ofthe analysis ofiMF emission from collisions of 156 MeV 6Li 

ions with 46Ti: experimental results /16/ compared with predictions of 

the original sum-rule model. 
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Fig. 13 Results ofthe analysis ofiMF emission from collisions of 156 MeV 6Li 

ions with natCu: experimental results /17/ compared with predictions of 

the original sum-rule model. 
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Fig. 14 Results ofthe analysis ofiMF emission from collisions of 156 MeV 6Li 

ions with natAg: experimental results /17, 18/ compared with predic

tions ofthe original sum-rule model. 
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Fig. 15 Results ofthe analysis ofiMF emission from collisions of 156 MeV 6Li 

ions with 46Ti /16/ based on the extended sum-rule. The dashed curve 

represents the contribution ofthe original model. 
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Fig. 16 Results ofthe analysis ofiMF emission from collisions of 156 MeV 6Li 

ions with natCu /17 I based on the extended sum-rule. The dashed curve 

represents the contribution ofthe original model. 
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Fig. 17 Results of the analysis ofiMF emission from collisions of 156 MeV 6Li 

ions with natAg /17, 19/ based on the extended sum-rule. The dashed 

curve represents the contribution ofthe original model. 
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8. Conclusions 

Assuming that the IMF emission originates from a partial statistical equilibrated 

process, an extended sum-rule model is proposed for the calculation of the 

reaction cross sections. Foreach partial wave e, a term, additional to the original 

sum-rule /4, 5/, is included which takes into account the emission oflight products 

from a transient dinuclear system on its raute to complete fusion. Thus, the 

reaction cross section for each exit channel (i) is a sum of two contributions, o( i ), 

representing the incomplete fusion and o' ( i ), responsible for the emission from 

the dinuclear system. 

Recent results /20/ about 40Ar induced reactions with Ag at E/amu = 27 

MeV support the idea of the extension of the sum-rule model. They indicate that 

the major fraction of the IMF emerges from deeply inelastic collisions. 

In the considered cases ofreactions of336 MeV 40Ar with heavy targets, the 

emission of 3 < Z < 9 products at large angles is well reproduced by the new term 

a' ( i ). The IMF emission in the 6Li + 46Ti, natCu and natAg reactions at 156 MeV 

is remarkable well predicted by the extended sum-rule model. Such asynunetric 

cases prove tobe a rather good experimental basis for explaining the features of 
the model. 
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